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A versatile atomic force microscope (AFM), which can be installed in a scanning electron microscope
(SEM), is introduced. The flexible design of the instrument enables correlated analysis for different experimental configurations, such as AFM imaging directly after nanoindentation in vacuum. In
order to demonstrate the capabilities of the specially designed AFM installed inside a SEM, slip steps
emanating around nanoindents in single crystalline brass were examined. This example showcases
how the combination of AFM and SEM imaging can be utilized for quantitative dislocation analysis
through the measurement of the slip step heights without the hindrance of oxide formation. Finally,
an in situ nanoindentation technique is introduced, illustrating the use of AFM imaging during indentation experiments to examine plastic deformation occurring under the indenter tip. The mechanical
indentation data are correlated to the SEM and AFM images to estimate the number of dislocations
emitted to the surface. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4983317]

INTRODUCTION

Several years after the scanning tunneling microscope
and the atomic force microscope (AFM)1 had been invented,
researchers considered to use AFMs inside scanning electron
microscopes (SEMs) in order to combine the complementary benefits of both imaging techniques. Some of the reasons
include the fact that SEMs provide images with large scan
areas up to a few square millimeters at high scan rates, while
AFMs provide a high resolution surface topography down to
the atomic scale and are able to quantitatively characterize
the height of surface features. AFM devices for use in the
SEM with different designs, geometries, and various methods for detecting the cantilever deflection signal inside the
SEM have already been developed and commercial systems
are available.2–4 Depending on the design of the according
instruments, spatial resolutions of the AFM down to the atomic
scale are possible to quantify surface features such as slip
steps.5
Mechanical testing at small length scales is a popular
area of interest in materials research used to investigate size
dependent mechanical properties. The availability of focused
ion beam (FIB) milling devices, nanoindenters, and dedicated micro- and nano-mechanical testing devices has opened
a broad field of research in this area. The SEM is a standard investigation tool for characterization during and after
testing.6,7 In order to get a high resolution surface topography of the tested macroscopic samples, AFMs have been
used independently of the SEM as ex situ and in situ instruments.4–8 More recently, AFMs have also been utilized for
in situ mechanical testing. For example, deformation analyses and crack propagation with 3- and 4-point bending9–11
and bulge testing,12,13 as well as buckle delamination and
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deformation of thin films on polymer substrates,14,15 have
employed AFM to observe and quantify mechanical behavior
during discrete deformation steps.
Complimentary to the SEM as a standard tool for micromechanical experiments, AFMs can also contribute to investigations of mechanically deformed micro-sized compression
pillars or bending beams as well as indent imprints made
into bulk metals. For example, the heights of slip steps
formed during indentation of single crystalline metals can
be measured and related to the emitted dislocations.5 Slip
step heights are typically in the range of 0.1 nm to 200 nm,
and are difficult to quantitatively measure, even using stateof-art SEMs. To optimize these investigations, they should
be performed in vacuum in order to reduce the effects of
oxide formation that can obscure slip steps. Using AFM,
Nibur et al. found that the addition of hydrogen increased
the slip step heights and spacing in coarse grained stainless
steels.5
Combined AFM/SEM devices already exist, but they
do not meet the requirements for in situ nanoindentation or
micro-mechanical experiments with regard to the required
flexibility of the system to keep the AFM and an indenter
within a SEM-chamber. The main goal of this work was
to develop a setup using a combined AFM/SEM instrument
(AFSEMTM ) that is compatible with in situ micro- and picoindenters that are designed for use in the SEM. The in
situ micro- and pico-indenters often have limitations that
restrict their use in combination with commercially available AFM/SEM combinations. Examples of the new AFSEM
capabilities will be shown using slip steps, the traces of plastic deformation on surfaces around nanoindentation imprints,
and a new nanoindentation approach called “Indent@edge”
to demonstrate the compatibility of the AFSEM with existing
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in situ indenters for micro-mechanical testing. The mechanical data obtained from the nanoindenter will be correlated to
the SEM and AFM images to provide more insight into how
plastic deformation occurs under indentation loading.
INSTRUMENTATION

The AFSEM instrument, developed by GETec Microscopy
GmbH (Vienna, Austria), uses piezo-resistive, self-sensing
cantilevers.16–18 In comparison, commercially available AFMs
for the SEM typically use an optical lever 19 or tuning fork
geometry.20 The actuation and positioning of the cantilever
are performed by piezoelectric ceramic multilayer actuators.
For the positioning of the cantilever, a set of two actuators per
degree of freedom, mounted on a flexure-based21 aluminum
frame, is used. Additionally, a single multi-layer piezo actuator
excites the cantilever to oscillate in tapping mode. The controller and the software for the AFM instrument are provided
by Anfatec Instruments AG (Oelsnitz, Germany). The high
voltage amplifier driving the multilayer actuators was built by
Techproject (Vienna, Austria).
AFM scanning was carried out in the vacuum of the SEM
chamber, using a scanning speed of 0.3 lines/s. The scanning
speed in vacuum is limited by the Q-factor (quality factor)
of the cantilever 22 and vibrations of the system. Two main
sources of vibrations should be mentioned: external sources
like footfall or vibrations of the building and internal sources
of the SEM such as the turbo pump or cooling fans of the electronic components. Depending on the required z-resolution,
the AFM’s sensitivity to noise and accordingly the demand
for vibration damping can be considerably higher compared
to the requirements for SEM.
To be able to use a wide range of in situ testing equipment and sample geometries for a variety of experiments, the
AFSEM unit is able to move independently of the sample stage.
It is mounted on a custom built coarse positioning stage providing three translational degrees of freedom and is attached
to the SEM chamber door. The sample or testing device for in
situ experiments is mounted on the sample stage of the SEM
(Figure 1). The setup shown in Figure 1(b) consists of a
Zeiss Leo 982 SEM and a Hysitron PI85 pico-indenter 23
(Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA).
The coarse positioning stage is driven by vacuum compatible stepper motors from Phytron GmbH (Groebenzell,
Germany) in the y- and z-directions (the axes directions are
shown in Figure 1(a)). These axes are used for parking,
deploying, and for coarse approach of the AFM to the
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sample surface. The x-motor, which is used to align the
AFSEM with the SEM electron beam, is a piezo stick-slip
motor from PI instruments GmbH & Co. KG (Karlsruhe,
Germany). An important attribute of the instrument is that
after mounting the sample and the cantilever, steps for the
adjustment, alignment, and positioning of all of the parts of
the setup can easily be performed remotely after evacuating
the SEM system from the outside of the chamber using a computer software. The AFM has a scan range of 35 ⇥ 35 ⇥ 8 µm,
the typical scanning speeds in air are 1 line/s to 5 lines/s and in
vacuum 0.25 lines/s to 1 lines/s. The maximum sample size of
the presented setup is 50 ⇥ 50 ⇥ 80 mm, however, it depends on
the type of SEM-chamber used. The geometry of the AFSEM
housing allows for an SEM working distance of 6-7 mm,
which is relatively small and needed for high resolution SEMimages. The AFSEM is also suitable for measurements in
air.
EXPERIMENTAL

The capabilities of the AFSEM are demonstrated with two
experiments: First, images of slip steps on an indented Cu15Zn (brass) single crystal surface and second, the plastically
deformed surface of the same material after applying a new
in situ nanoindentation testing method, called Indent@edge.
The first method provides a lateral and the second method
vertical information about the size and nature of the plastic
zone evolving around indents.
For both examples, the same {111} single crystal brass
surface was prepared for indentation by mechanically grinding
and polishing, which was followed by electrolytic polishing
to remove the residual plastically deformed surface layer to
reveal the undamaged single crystalline surface.24,25 Directly
after the surface preparation, indents with different loads were
made with a Hysitron TriboScope nanoindenter equipped with
a Berkovich indenter tip (R = 750 nm). Immediately after
indenting, the sample was put into the SEM. By keeping the
times in air as short as possible, the negative effects due to
oxidation of the sample surface were minimized.
The second example consisted of a well-defined 90 edge
made using the same brass single crystal. Similar to the preparation process above, after mechanically cutting, grinding, and
polishing on both adjacent surfaces, the plastically deformed
surface layer was removed by electrolytic polishing. As a
final step in order to cope with edge rounding caused by the
electrolytic polishing, one face was additionally ion polished
using a Hitachi E-3500 ion milling system. In the SEM, one

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the
in situ micro-mechanical testing setup
with AFSEM on the door of the SEM
and the indenter unit mounted on the
SEM sample stage. (b) Photo of the
opened SEM chamber with SEM sample stage (1), indenter unit (2), and
AFSEM (3).
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the Indent@edge setup. The sample is indented close to the polished edge while the adjacent surface is imaged by the AFM.
(b) SEM overview of the Indent@edge setup. The top surface of a 90 edge is investigated by the AFM (cantilever partially seen on the left) after the adjacent
surface (orthogonal to the image plane, visible as diagonal bright streak in the left third of the image) was indented close to the top surface by a cube corner
indenter tip (seen on the top right corner).

side of the freshly prepared 90 corner was indented close to
the top edge (approximately 500 nm) using a Hysitron PI85
Picoindenter with a cube corner tip (R = 270 nm) after which
the adjacent surface was imaged with the AFM to record
evolving slip steps providing information of the plastically
deformed zone under the indent. A schematic diagram of the
Indent@edge setup is shown in Figure 2. For all of the presented experiments, a Zeiss Leo 982 large chamber SEM was
used to repeatedly find certain areas of interest on the sample for AFM imaging.2,26 To minimize sample contamination
caused by hydrocarbon residues due to the electron beam interaction,27 the SEM imaging times during the AFM cantilever
approach to the sample were kept as short as possible and
the AFM scans were always performed before high resolution
SEM imaging.
RESULTS

In the first example, nanoindentation of the brass single
crystal caused slip steps to appear at the surface. The loaddisplacement curve of a 3 mN indent created with the Hysitron
TriboScope is shown in Figure 3(a). The surface is first loaded
elastically until plastic deformation is initiated in the form of
a spontaneous collective movement of dislocations, indicated
by the pop-in event (also referred to as an excursion in the
literature28,29 ). After the pop-in event, the plastic deformation
proceeds continuously until the maximum pre-defined load is
reached. The hysteresis of the loading curve is a measure of the

total plastic deformation of the surface. The SEM was necessary to find the nanoindents for AFM imaging because of the
small size of the residual imprints. The first indent leaving a
large permanent imprint in the brass surface visible with an
optical light microscope which required a load of 500 µN was
easily located in the SEM. Another imaging method would be
to use the nanoindenter tip right after the indentation experiment; however, the large radius of the indenter tip causes a poor
image resolution and inaccurate height measurement. Figures
3(b) and 3(c) contain images of slip steps which are formed
around the indent, recorded by the SEM and the new in situ
AFM. It is important to note that the SEM image (Figure 3(b))
does not show the same amount of detail as the AFM image
(Figure 3(c)). AFM is the best available technique that can
accurately image indent imprints and measure slip step heights
on the required scale. From the SEM image in Figure 3(b), the
indent imprint is clearly observed and slip steps can be viewed
only at the indent edges. The particle to the left is the same as in
the AFM image (Figure 3(c)). More surface details are visualized and measureable in the AFM image due to the additional
height information.
The new Indent@edge technique was used to demonstrate that in situ nanoindentation experiments are possible
with the available in situ indenter and AFSEM. The surface close to a 90 edge of a single crystalline brass sample
is indented and the adjacent side is imaged by the AFM
to record the plastically deformed surface. The indentation
experiment was carried out by several consecutive loading

FIG. 3. (a) Load-displacement curve of the 3 mN indent illustrating a pop-in event. (b) SEM image of 3 mN Berkovich nanoindent on a single crystalline brass
sample surface and (c) AFM image of the same indent as shown in (b). Profiles marked in (c) are shown in Figure 5(b).
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FIG. 4. (a) Load-displacement curve of the Indent@edge experiment. The experiment was carried out in six successive loading steps with only the last loading
step resulting in slip step formation under the indenter tip. (b) SEM overview after the experiment, showing the indenter tip (right) and the plastically deformed
sample surface (left). (c) AFM overview of the plastically deformed zone after the Indent@edge experiment.

steps at the same sample position (Figure 4(a)). After each
loading step, the maximum indentation load was increased
until the plastic deformation of the surface in the form of
slip steps was observed by the SEM (Figure 4(b)) which
occurred only on the last loading step (max. load 12.5 mN).
The plastically deformed region was scanned by the AFM
(Figure 4(c)) to analyze the size of the plastic zone and to
estimate the number of emitted dislocations by extracting the
1D profiles. During the Indent@edge experiment, no pop-in
events were observed. The indentation position close to the
edge is less constrained for a pop-in to occur compared to the
conventional indentation experiment and a sharper tip was used
(270 nm cube corner). With the smaller tip radius, fewer statistically stored dislocations are activated during the indentation
process.

where a is the lattice constant of the material. For the brass sample, the lattice constant was determined with X-ray diffraction
and resulted in 3.65 Å. Therefore, the length of the Burgers

DISCUSSION

With the additional height information provided by the
AFM images, the amount of plasticity induced by indentation
can be quantified using the slip step heights. As shown in the
AFM image of surface around the 3 mN indent (Figure 3(c)),
the angles between the slip lines are 60 and strictly correlate
to the (110) crystal directions. This indicates that the surface
of the FCC brass single crystal is of type {111}30 and was confirmed by electron backscatter diffraction. With the knowledge
of the crystal directions and the orientation of the sample surface, the active slip systems can be identified. This makes it
possible to determine the number of dislocations which have
been emitted to the surface (Figure 5(a)). The direction of the
*
active slip system ( b), which corresponds to an energetically
favored direction in the crystal system, is projected to the unit
normal vector (n̂) of the sample surface. The number of emitted dislocations, nd , is obtained by dividing the perpendicular
*
distance, | n |, by the projected distance of a single dislocation
which corresponds to the length of the Burgers31 vector, giving
*
*
nd = | n |/( b · n̂). The possible slip systems in FCC crystals are
the < 110 > directions on the {111} crystal planes. The length
of the Burgers vector, b, is the distance of two adjacent atoms
in the < 110 > direction giving
a
b = |(110)|,
2

(1)

FIG. 5. (a) Schematic diagram of the slip step geometry and measurement.
(b) 1D profiles at the positions indicated in Figure 3(c). To measure the height
of the slip steps, the profile data close to the steps were fitted to lines by
assuming the same slope on the left and right side of the step (dashed lines).
The perpendicular distance of the fit lines is inserted into the graph. (c) 1D
profiles as indicated in Figure 4(c) of the Indent@edge experiment.
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vector is 2.58 Å. The vertical height of the slip step, hss , is
related to the number of emitted dislocations using
p
3/2
nd =
hss .
(2)
b
As an example, the profiles indicated in Figure 3(c) are plotted
in Figure 5(b). The profile data close to a slip step is fitted
to two separate lines at the left and right side of the step in
order to determine the slip step heights. By assuming that the
creation of the slip step locally does not alter the curvature of
the surface, the slope of the two fit lines has to be equal. The
perpendicular distance of the two parallel fit lines is evaluated
using the fit parameters and is the measured slip step height,
hss . In Figure 5(b), the slip step heights range between 2 nm
and 4 nm and correlate to 10–20 dislocations being emitted
to create the slip step. The error of the height measurement
is in the range of 0.2 nm to 0.3 nm equivalent to one to two
dislocations. The data range of the lines fitted to the slip steps
must be chosen carefully. Besides the 3 mN indent shown here,
a series of indents in the load range of 50 µN to 10 mN was also
investigated. For all indents, the height of the slip steps is in a
similar range of less than 10 nm. These results follow the model
of Nibur et al.5 which states that the size of the plastic zone
around the indent continues to expand with increasing loads
by forming new slip steps in favor of increasing the height of
the already existing ones.
The same evaluation method was used to evaluate the
number of emitted dislocations from the Indent@edge example (Figure 5(c)). Slip step heights of 10 nm to 25 nm were
observed to form under the indent. These slip step heights are
larger than what was found for the slip steps that form around
indents on the surface. The number of dislocations emitted to
the surface under the indent was determined to be between
52 and 116 dislocations. Compared to the dislocations that
reach the top surface, 5 times more dislocations are observed
under the indent in the Indent@edge configuration. This is
most likely due to the fact that in order for dislocations to reach
the top surface (i.e., 3 mN indent example, Figure 3), dislocations must cross-slip, while for the Indent@edge example, the
dislocations only need to glide to the free surface.32–34
The Indent@edge method is an interesting and a novel
way to examine nanoindentation deformation. It must be noted
that because an indent is made near the edge, the mechanical behavior (load-displacement curve) will not provide the
same behavior as an indent performed in the bulk material.
An example is to compare Figure 3(a) with Figure 4(a), but
recall that two different indenter tips were also used. In the
bulk, pop-ins were observed (Figure 3(a)) and at the edge, no
pop-ins (Figure 4(a)). This is due to the fact that there is less
constraint around the indent near an edge. As most nanoindentation researchers know, it is not good scientific practice to
indent in close proximity to an edge, thus, edges are avoided.
The Indent@edge method can still provide worthwhile information even without meaningful load-displacement curves. As
demonstrated, the slip step type and quantifiable dislocation
information were obtained. The plastic zone size under the
indent can be quantified with this method, direct examination of grain growth or grain boundary sliding under indents,
and even fracture events in ceramics or thin films could be
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investigated with Indent@edge. The sample preparation could
be a limitation if a research lab does not have a means to fabricate samples with a 90 edge. Furthermore, a wedge indenter,
often used for in situ TEM indentation experiments, could be
used instead of a Berkovich or cube corner geometry and would
deliver a more accurate look at the deformation forming under
the indenter without worrying about how close one is to the
edge.
SUMMARY

An AFM has been successfully incorporated into an SEM
for use in combination with in situ nanoindentation testing
experiments. The SEM stage is used as the sample holder
and the AFM unit is positioned independently from the SEM
sample stage using a motorized 3D stage. Slip steps emanating from nanoindentation imprints on single crystal brass
were measured to estimate the number of dislocations which
reach the surface, and first in situ experiments with an in situ
nanoindenter (Indent@edge) were performed using AFSEM.
The SEM is needed to aid in positioning the AFM to the
sub-2 µm sized features and the AFM images allow for the
quantification of the deformation in single crystals (slip steps)
which occur in the z-direction (out-of-plane). Single slip steps
having dimensions of at least a nanometer can be resolved
by fitting the height data. Using the height of slip steps, the
number of emitted dislocations was quantified for dislocations which cross-slip to the surface and those that do not
need to cross-slip. It was found that less than half the number
of dislocations reach the surface when they must cross-slip
compared to dislocations which do not cross-slip. By using
the AFSEM, the indentation experiment and the AFM scan
take place in vacuum so that contamination or oxidation of
the sample surface caused by ambient air during an in situ
experiment is minimized. The success of the Indent@edge
approach further proves that it is possible to perform in situ
micro-mechanical experiments such as micro pillar compression or beam bending and to quantify the dislocation activity in
small volumes without the risk of sample contamination. The
success of these experiments illustrates the importance that
the combined AFM/SEM imaging provides nanoindentation
as well as future micro-mechanical experiments which would
benefit from simultaneous AFM and SEM imaging.
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